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Introduction 
 The ground is scorched, the trees withered, buildings crumbled into ruin, and the population decimated as the 

Earth has been torn asunder. Technology harnessed the power of dark matter, but drawn to its power came the 

Unhallowed, spewing forth through devastating rifts, corrupting all that they touch, changing the face of our world 

forever. 

 Those touched during the Asunder now tap into the planes to shape arcana into destructive forces, acts of 

miracles, or opening rifts themselves. Technology remains, arcane flourishes, and the will to survive in the new world 

pits factions against each other, led by the Summoners. 

 Earth Asunder is a lightning-fast 40mm tabletop game set in New Earth. You command a Summoner with epic 

powers from one of the surviving faction. Although fearsome, they are not indestructible, and their true power lies with 

the ability to summon forces through rifts or unleash terrible arcane spells. 

 Easy-to-understand rules and game mechanics have been developed to provide an enjoyable gaming experience 

without sacrificing strategy and customization. This box set provides all the necessary components to build countless 

combinations of armies from the Dalren and Synestra faction.  

 Included is the starter rulebook, standard gaming map, rift nodes, tokens, miniatures, corresponding statistic 

cards along with the Battle of New Chicago short story. Earth Asunder, The Summoner’s Collection, provides extensive 

information on the faction Summoners, their armies and the world of Earth Asunder. 

Endless army customization is available by introducing additional faction characters or summoners to this starter set. 

 

 



Characters and Materials 
 

Summoner 

A powerful warrior arcanist, capable of laying waste to your opponent’s army. They have the unique ability to summon 

characters into combat or spend arcane to manipulate, buff, or destroy. Each summoner has a unique arcane spell list 

along with faction specific summoning. Destroy your opponent’s summoner to win the game! 

Unique 

Special characters with devastating combinations of arcane and abilities. Use them wisely in your deck composition as 

they can be summoned only once per game. 

Common 

The brunt of the summoner’s army, armed with razor-sharp swords, high-tech, or the ability to cast arcane spells. Each 

common can be summoned as many times as needed to fulfil their summoner’s wishes throughout the game, although a 

maximum of 6 of one common type can be on the game board at a single time. 

Statistic Cards 

Every model comes with a corresponding statistic card, which identifies what type of character they are. Included on this 

card is the amount of arcane needed to summon the character, movement, power, health along with a list of spells 

and/or abilities.  

Game Board 

Hexagon map where summoners compete. Rift nodes and obstacles are placed to customize each game. 

Rift Nodes 

A structure of power. Any character with arcane ability that is adjacent to the structure at the beginning of their turn 

adds two to the summoner’s max pool. This ability cannot stack. 

 

 

Character Statistics 

Summoning: Amount of arcane required to summon the character 

Movement: Number of hexagons a character can move per turn 

Power: Amount of damage character inflicts on target 

Health: Amount of health character has before destroyed 

Faction and Character Type: An army cannot mix factions except for 

mercenaries which is discussed later. Along with character type (summoner, 

unique and common)  

Abilities: List of abilities a character possesses.  

Special: Arcane list and other special abilities unique to character  

 



 

Unique to Summoners 

Players each start the game with a summoner on the game board. They cannot 

be summoned.  

Summoning Pool: Maximum amount of character summoning allowed 

on the game board.   Sum of all characters on the gameboard. This is also the 

maximum amount of arcane that can be saved if a summoner does not wish to 

summon or cast arcane spells.  

Epic: Noted on the Summoner’s arcane list. It is an ability unique to the 

Summoner and can only be used once per game.  

 

 

 

Playing the Game 
Army Deck Composition 

An army is comprised of a total of ten cards, one Summoner and nine character cards. This box set contains one prebuilt 

army from the Dalren and Synestra faction, however additional factions, characters and models may be purchased for 

endless deck customization. 

Deck Parameters 

10 Cards Total 

- 1 Summoner from the Dalren, Synestra, Q’ara, Unhallowed or Warren Faction 

- 6 to 9 characters from the same faction as Summoner 

- Up to 3 characters from the neutral mercenary faction can be included into the deck if desired 

- A deck cannot contain opposing factions  

 

Starting the game 

Place the game board then each player layouts out his deck, face up on opposite sides. 

 

1. Each player then rolls a d6 to determine who goes first, the highest roll goes first. 

2. Player two determines how many rift nodes (1,3 or 5) and places them in the recommended location which are 

indicated on the game board.   

Note: A rift node must always be placed inside the center marking, then other rift nodes are to be placed equally 

on each players side. 

3. Player one places his Summoner along any of the first hexagon row on his side of the board, then places 3 – 5 

obstacles.  

4. Player two performs the same action above (#3). 

5. The game begins and player one starts. 

 

 

 



Phases 

Upkeep: Each Summoner replenishes six arcane to their Summoner’s pool, then all continuous effects take place (in 

order: aggression, manipulation then protection). 

Note: On player two’s first upkeep he gains an additional 2 arcane to his pool for going second. 

Action: A Summoner may summon anytime during their activation and may perform any activity at any time. Player may 

activate any character in any order, move and make an attack (ability or arcane). However, once activated that character 

cannot be reactivated after they finish their movement and attack. (See combat and movement for additional specifics. 

Summoning 

A Summoner or character with the channel ability may spend X amount of arcane to summon a character into an 

unobstructed hexagon. The amount needed to summon is indicated on the character card. EX: 

 

Movement 

A character can move up to their number of movement, which can be exceeded 

or hindered if under manipulation. A character cannot move through another 

character, rift node, or obstacle unless they have the fly ability. You can face your 

character in any one of the six directions. 

If a character comes within base contact or begins action phase in contact of an 

enemy, their movement is immediately reduced in half, rounded down.  

Example 1: A character with a movement of four beginning their action phase in 

base contact with an enemy has their movement reduced to two. 

Example 2: A character with a movement of four, moves one hex to encounter an                             enemy. 

Immediately their movement is reduced to one. 

4 – 1 (movement) = 3. Now in base contact 3 ÷ 2 = 1.5 when rounded down equals one.  

 

Combat  

All combat is melee, unless stated in special abilities (e.g. Ranged X). If an 

attacking character is in an adjacent hexagon, it may perform an attack equal to 

its power in its front 180-degree arch.  

A defender may retaliate against a melee attacking character if they survive the 

damage and the attacking character is within their front 180-degree arch. A 

retaliate is a standard power attack. However, any abilities or arcane may apply if 

triggered from an attack (e.g. Poison, Fire) 

Example 2 



If a character moves and shoots their damage is reduced by 1 unless they have 

the Quick Trigger ability. The attack range is equal to or less than the listed range 

number in hexagons registered on ability, from their 180-degree arch. A character 

cannot shoot through another character, rift node or obstacle. 

- Unless a character has a special ability, their turn ends immediately after 

performing a regular attack. A Summon can perform any action at 

anytime. 

- Any character moving out of combat range may do so without penalty or 

retaliation attack. 

- An attack made at range cannot be retaliated against.  

- A ranged character can always attack for 1 damage in melee combat, unless power is reduced to 0. 

 

Line of Sight (LOS) 

For a character to perform an arcane spell or ranged attack they need to have 

line of sight to the target. Simply draw a visual line from any point of one 

hexagon to the other.  

Example: Red characters are unable to be targeted as there is no visual line to 

their hexagons due to the rock obstruction. All green characters may be targeted. 

 

  

Assigning Damage & Health 

Damage can occur in a variety of different ways. Melee or ranged attack, arcane, or special abilities. For a melee or 

ranged attack subtract the attacker’s power from the defending player’s health. In some cases, arcane or specialty ability 

may mitigate damage. If none exists, then damage is immediately assigned, and if the defender’s player’s health reaches 

zero that character is destroyed.  

Example: Attacker (2 power) – defenders (7 health). In this example the character is still alive until it receives five more 

damage and may retaliate. 

Summoners and other characters with arcane may cause damage to a character or 

characters if area-based. The arcane spell will have a description with range, damage, and 

any other special effects. 

Example: Aestra, a Synestra Summoner, casts arcane Meteor on her turn. 3 

damage is automatically inflicted on the focus point, the Dalren Unique Captain 

O’Neal, and surrounding Gunners receive one damage per the arcane spells’ 

description.  

Captain O’Neal has five health so he survives with two health, but both Gunners 

are destroyed.  

 

                

                 

Range 3 

 



Abilities  
Summoners and characters can turn the tide of battle with unique abilities. Abilities may be passive or triggered on 

attack or action. 

Name Description 

Arcanist 
Ability to cast spells from noted arcane list. Character may also harvest 2 arcane from adjacent rift nodes. Harvesting 
cannot stack. 

Backstab Doubles power when attacking from defending players rear 180-degree. 

Block Reduce non-arcane damage by one from its front 180-degree. 

Camoufla
ge 

Character cannot be targeted by range or any arcane spells unless from adjacent hexagon.  

Channel Character can summon from their location using the Summoner’s arcane pool. 

Cleave Attacks all adjacent enemies in front 180-degree. 

Duel 
Strike 

Ability to attack twice during action phase. May attack a different target on second attack. Any buffs only apply to the first 
attack. 

First 
Strike 

Target attacks first, even when retaliating. If both characters have first strike each player rolls a d6, and highest roll 
attacks first. 

Flight Can fly over all obstacle, characters and summoners. Must land in unoccupied hexagon. 

Knock 
Back 

Deals power damage. If target survives, attacking player may elect to push defender directly back one hexagon. 

Master 
Arcanist 

On character’s upkeep gain 1 additional arcane. Ability to cast spells from noted arcane list. Character may also 
harvest 2 arcane from adjacent rift nodes. Harvesting cannot stack. 

Poison If successfully damaged, damaged character is dealt one damage on upkeep. 

Quick 
Trigger 

Grants the ability to move and fire. However, damage is reduced by 1.  

Ranged X May perform a ranged attack equal to character’s power. X equals the number of hexagons character can shoot. 

Reach May attack one or two hexagons. Cannot attack over or through other characters.  

Recon May summon up to three hexagons away from Summoner or character with Channel 

Side Step After combat is resolved, character may move one hexagon in any direction and change facing. 

Stun Target common or unique character cannot retaliate. For Summoner roll a d6. On a 5 or 6 they may retaliate. 

Swift Character can activate the same turn it was summoned. 

Taunt 
Front-facing enemies must attack this character first. If duplicate taunts exist, attacking player chooses which to 
target first. 

Arcane 

Woven within the fabric of Earth since the Asunder, those able to tap into the planes can weave arcane to into three 

categories of power. Aggression, Manipulation, or Protection.  

Only a Summoner may cast arcane spells and perform an attack. All other characters must choose either a basic attack 

or arcane. A Summoner can either use their arcane pool to summon characters or cast arcane.  

Characters with the arcane ability may cast once per turn, which does not pull from the Summoner’s arcane pool. 

How to read arcane table: 
Cost (CST): Amount of arcane required for Summoner arcane cast. 
Range (RNG): Number of hexagons the arcane can reach before taking effect. Special (S) see effect description. 
Upkeep (UPK): Arcane required during upkeep to maintain effect. 

- Permanent (P) indicates arcane last indefinitely unless purged. 
- Nil (-) indicates arcane spell dissipates after effect takes place. 
- Number (#) a number indicates the amount of arcane needed to be spent during Summoners upkeep (after 

arcane pool has been replenished). 
Effect: Description of arcane effect. Characters must have Line of Sight (LOS) to target unless otherwise note 



Name CST 

R
N
G 

UPK 

Effect 

Curse 2 4 P 
Reduce targets power and health by 1. Cannot apply multiple curses on same target. If 
target’s health reaches 0 it is destroyed. 

Destroy 5 5 - 
Destroy any common character. Unique characters roll a d6, on a 6 target survives. Cannot 
target a Summoner. 

Ignite 1 4 P Target is set on fire. One damage is assigned on target’s upkeep. 

Meteor 6 4 - 
Target one hexagon up to four hexagons from Summoner. Target hexagon deals 3 damage 
while surrounding hexagons are dealt 1 damage. Does not require LOS. 

Needle 1 4 - Deals one damage on target. 

Poison 1 4 - Deals one damage on target at opponent’s upkeep. 

Purge 1 4 - Remove all beneficial arcane spells from target character. 

Quake 5 S - All summoners, characters, and created obstacles receive one damage. Does not require LOS.  

Rolling Wave 4 1 - 
Choose one front-facing hexagon. Targets three hexagons deep in straight line receive 2 
damage. 

Shock 3 3 - 
Target up to three hexagons away receives 2 damage, choose next adjacent target it receives 
1 damage. 

Caltrops 3 5 P 
Place three markers on an unoccupied hexagon up to five hexagons away. Any enemy 
character moving over Caltrop (excludes characters with fly), receives 1 damage. Each Caltrop 
has 1 health and is destroyed on attack or moved on. 

Doppelganger 5 3 P 
Copy any creature with three or less summoning on the map and place it next to your 
summoner. Cannot be purged. 

Enrage 1 3 1 Target gets +1 to power. Cannot stack.  

First Strike 2 3 1 
Target attacks first, even when retaliating. If both characters have first strike each player rolls 
a d6, and highest goes attacks first. 

Fly 2 3 1 
Character gains +1 to movement and the ability to fly over characters, obstacles, and rift 
nodes. Can only land in unoccupied hexagon. 

One and Done 3 3 - Target gets +2 to power and cleave. Character is destroyed at end turn. 

Shadow Step 2 2 - 
Character becomes one with shadows and can move in any direction two hexagons. Can pass 
through characters, obstacles, and rift nodes. Does not count towards movement. Does not 
require LOS to target destination. Cannot recast on same target during a single turn.  

Shunt 1 3 - 
Move a character any direction one hexagon. Hexagon must be unoccupied. Cannot recast on 
same target during a single turn. Character's facing must remain unchanged. 

Slow 1 4 1 Character movement speed reduced by one. Cannot be reduced below one. 

Sprint 1 3 1 Movement speed increased by one. Cannot be stacked. 

Teleport 3 3 - 
Teleport a friendly creature up to three hexagons from its current location. Requires LOS to 
destination. 

Transform 3 4 P 
Target common character has it’s movement, power & health reduced to 1.  Characters losses 
all abilities. 

Wall 3 3 P 
Place two obstacles on the map up to three hexagons from caster. Non-flying creatures are 
unable to pass. Obstacle may be attacked and have 3 health. 

Holy Circle 3 S 2 
All friendly characters within one hexagon of the summoner receive Holy Shield. Effect 
cannot stack. 

Heal 2 3 - Heal up to 2 health on target. Target cannot exceed its maximum health. 

Healing Mist 3 3 2 
Character on target hexagon heals for 2, all surrounding hexagons heal for 1. Target cannot 
exceed its' maximum health. 

Holy Shield 1 3 P Target character can absorb one damage of any type. Effect cannot stack. 

Light Touch 1 3 - Heal up to 1 health on target. Target cannot exceed its maximum health. 

Purify 1 3 - Remove all negative arcane spells from target character. 

Rally 3 S 2 All friendly characters within one hexagon of the Summoner receive enrage. 

Regenerate 2 3 1 Heals 1 health at character’s upkeep and removes all fire and poison effects. 

 


